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Abstract—This paper proposes a current-/voltage-controlled
universal emulator that can realize any fractional-order memelements (FOME). The proposed emulator consists of secondgeneration current conveyors (CCII) block, two switches, and a
multiplier/divider block. The ﬁrst switch controls the emulator
mode (voltage or current), while, the other controls the type of the
emulated FOME. The inﬂuence of the fractional-order capacitor
(FOC) on the pinched hysteresis loop (PHL) area, is discussed
which increases the controllability on the double loop area and
the working frequency range. Numerical and PSPICE simulations
are presented for selected cases to prove the theoretical ﬁndings.
Keywords—Memristor, CCII, emulator, Fractional-order circuits, FOC, Meminductor, Memcapacitor, pinched hysteresis.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

The concept of the memory element (memelement) is
discovered ﬁrstly by Chua for the memristor (M) in 1971
[1]. Memristors are characterized by a constitutive non-linear
relation between the ﬂux (ϕ) and the charge (q). The memristor was a theory until HP announced a nano-scale device
that approximates the performance of the M [2]. Lately, the
theory of memristive elements was generalized to include
the memcapacitors (MCs) and the meminductors (MIs) [3].
The memelements are employed in many applications like
neuromorphic hardware [6], oscillators [5], and logic circuits
[4].
Due to the absence of the memelements as a two-terminal
element, several emulators have been proposed to realize their
dynamic performance employing the commercial active and
passive elements [7]. A lot of research papers used the mutator
concept, which transforms from one mem-element into another
[8], [9]. A generalized mutator converting between memcapacitor, memristor, and meminductor was proposed using only
three active elements providing the designers more elasticity
in exploring dynamical properties of memory elements in
[10]. Using CCII, the emulator circuit in [11] was introduced
to convert the memristive device into ﬂoating meminductor
and memcapacitor elements. Another technique is to realize
a special emulator as in [12]. Additionally, many researchers
try to associate the fractional calculus (FC) method with
memristive systems in several applications [13].
FC studies the real-order integrals and derivatives operators [14], [15]. It can supply further compact and practical
characterization of the real-time physical systems [14]. To
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gain the advantages of the fractional-order system, the FOME
emulators were proposed in [9] presenting the inﬂuence of
varying the order on the PHL area.
The paper aims to suggest a universal emulator based on
the mathematical model of the FOMEs. The emulator is built
based on generalized impedances, which increase the ﬂexibility
to implement different FOME elements. A special case of this
emulator was introduced in [16] which implement the integerorder meminductor. Moreover, the employment of the FOC
adds controllability on the pinched double loop area and the
range of frequency of the memfractor by changing the order
α.
The organization of this paper is ascfollows: section II discusses thecnumerical simulations of the current- and voltagecontrolled mem-elements and the effect of the α of the FOC
on hysteresis loop area. Section III presents thecproposed
universal emulatorcand its implementation to realize the four
memelements. The PSPICE simulations are introduced in
section IV. Finally, thecconclusion work is in section V.
II.

T HE GENERALIZED FOME S MODEL

The general mathematical model of the X-controlled
fractional-order memelements can be deﬁned as follows:

Y (t) =

Dtβ (Jtβ )


a+

kDtα (Jtα )X(t)


Dtγ (Jtγ )X(t)

, (1)

where Dtα , Jtα , Dtβ , Jtβ , Dtγ , Jtγ are fractional operators, the
Dt / Jt means fractional-order derivative/integral operation,
α, β, and γ are arbitrary real numbers ∈ [−1, 1]. X(t) and
Y (t) are the normalized input and output signal, respectively,
a is the initial value, and k is scaling constants. The generalization of the mathematical model increases the ﬂexibility to
implement any fractional order (FO) memristive elements, as
summarized in Table I.
The voltage-current relation for the current-controlled FO
memristor and inverse memristor are expressed in Table I
where a represents the initial memristance/ inverse memristance, and k is constant. The memristance/inverse memristance
is linearly proportional to the accumulated/differentiated current, respectively. The PHL area can be controlled not only
by the working frequency but also the fractional-order α of
thecemployed fractional-order capacitor (FOC). Figure 1(a)
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FOME
non-linear resistor
non-linear capacitor
non-linear inductor
FO current-controlled memristor
FO voltage-controlled memristor
FO voltage-controlled inverse memristor
FO current-controlled inverse memristor
FO current-controlled meminductor
FO voltage-controlled memcapacitor
FO charge-controlled inverse memcapacitor
FO ﬂux-controlled inverse meminductor
FO voltage-controlled inverse meminductor
FO current-controlled inverse memcapacitor

presents the I-V plane of the inverse memristor for a = 20kΩ,
k = 10kA−1 s−α at α = 0.8, where the hysteresis loop
area increase as the frequency increases. For the memristor
in Fig. 1(b), the PHL area is declined as the frequency
increase. Additionally, the PHL of the inverse memristor and
the memristor are depicted in Fig. 1(c) and (d) at different α
where the operating frequency ω = 1rad/sec , and a = 20kΩ,
k = 10kA−1 s−α . Clearly, the PHL is symmetric when α = 1
and asymmetric at α < 1.
From Table I, the FO current-controlled meminductor is
achieved where the voltage versus current is deﬁned as follows:
 t


Jtβ v(t) = a + k
i(t) i(t),
(2)
0

where β can take any arbitrary positive real number, the
accumulated voltage represents the ﬂux, and a, k are constants.
The FO meminductor has interpolated behavior between MI
and M. The classical MI and M are gained at β = 1 and
β = 0, respectively. The inﬂuence of various values β on the
PHL of the ﬂux versus current (ϕ − i) curve is depicted in
Fig. 2 where the pinched point location is moved from (0, 0)
as β decreases until disappear. Using the same method, the FO
voltage-controlled MC can be illustrated as follows:
 t


β
Jt i(t) = a + k
v(t) v(t),
(3)
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Fig. 1. Numerical simulations for a = 20kΩ, k = 10kA−1 s−α at α = 0.8
of (a) inverse memristor, (b) memristor, and at different orders for (c) inverse
memristor, (d) memristor
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The implementation of the generalized current-/voltagecontrolled emulator is presented in Fig. 4 using CCII± block
proposed in [17], multiplier, divider, and two switches S1
and S2 . By switching between them, the current-\voltagecontrolled memristive elements are realized. The ﬁrst switch
S1 has the responsibility for switching between two modes (the
current- and the voltage-controlled emulator). Based on the
emulated element, the second switch deﬁnes the state where



 

 

0

where the accumulated current represents the charge. The
fractional-order voltage-controlled memcapacitor has intermediate characteristics behaviour between MC and M. The inﬂuence of different values of β on the PHL of the q − v curve
is depicted in Fig. 3 where the pinched point location moves
away from zero-crossing into the negative side until it disappears as the value of β decreased. The different realization of
current- and voltage-controlled FOME are presented next.

X(t)-Y(t) relation
v(t)=(a+ki(t))i(t)
v(t)=Jtβ ((a+kq(t))i(t))
i(t)=Jtβ ((a+kϕ(t))v(t))
v(t)=(a+k Jtα i(t))i(t)
i(t)=(a+k Jtα v(t))v(t)
i(t)=(a+k Dtα v(t))v(t)
v(t)=(a+k Dtα i(t))i(t)
v(t)= Dtβ ((a+k q(t))i(t))
i(t)= Dtβ ((a+k ϕ(t))v(t))
v(t)=(a+k σ(t))Dtγ q(t)
i(t)=(a+k ρ(t))Dtγ ϕ(t)
v(t)=(a+k ϕ(t))Jtγ v(t)
v(t)=(a+k q(t))Jtγ i(t)

.,,"*-

α
0

.,,"*-

β
0

.,,"*-

γ

A LL POSSIBLE REALIZATION OF FOME

.,,"*-

TABLE I.





.,,"*-)

Fig. 2. The FO current-controlled MI for different β at a = 80μH and
k = 5μHC −1 s−α

the state zero emulates the memristor/inverse memristor, and
the state one emulates the FO meminductor and memcapacitor.
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Fig. 5. PSPICE simulation for the current-controlled memristor at (a) α =
0.7, and (b) different orders at 2kHz
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Fig. 3.
the FOMC for different β when a = 100μF and k =
400μF W b−1 s−α
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The proposed current-and voltage-controlled emulator

When the two switches at state zero, the input voltage and
current relation employing the three general impedances are
deﬁned as follows:

Vin =

 
Z52 Z2
iin iin ,
Z5 + d
Z1


(4)

where d represents the voltage multiplier gain. All possible
impedances combinations are presented in Table II where
the current-controlled memristor and inverse memristor are
realized. At S2 = 1, the input voltage and the current relation
is deﬁned as follows:

Vin =


 2  
Z4
Z Z2
Z5 + d 5
iin
iin .
Z3
Z1

Z2
Z1 v(t)

dZ5
Z3 Vdc +
Z4

v(t),

Z2 Z 3
Z1 Z4 v(t)

dZ5

(6a)
v(t),

(6b)

where d is the divider gain. From( 6), the voltage-controlled
FOMEs are realized as summarized in Table II. Note that a
capacitor at X-terminal of CCII will affect the circuit due to
RX of the CCII.





Vdc +

S IMULATIONS RESULTS

Due to missing the solid-state fractional-order capacitor
samples, Valsa approximation is employed to synthesize the
behaviour of FOC [18]. The current/voltage-controlled universal emulator is implemented employing AD844 ascCCII,
AD633 as an analog multiplier, and AD734 as a divider with
and sinusoidal current input. The memristor is assembled at
order α = 0.7 and 1 with parameters R = 5kΩ, R1 = 10kΩ,
and C1 = 10nF . The pinched hysteresis of the I-V curve
is presented in Fig. 5 (a) at α = 0.7 with different frequencies where the loop area is asymmetric and decreased with
increasing frequencies. Also, increasing α; the double loop
is shrunk and becomes symmetric at α = 1 as depicted in
Fig. 5(b). The order of the capacitor has an effect on the
range of frequency which increases with decreasing the order.
Additionally, the voltage-controlled memristor is emulated
with parameters R = 5kΩ, R1 = 5kΩ, and C1 = 10nF
at α = 1 where the pinched hysteresis of the I-V curve is
shrunk with increasing frequency as shown in Fig. 6. The
inverse memristor of the current-controlled emulator mode is
simulated with parameters R = R1 = 100Ω and C1 = 10nF
at α = 1. The pinched hysteresis of the I-V curve is increased
with increasing frequency as shown in Fig. 7. Finally, the
I-V characteristic of the current-controlled meminductor is
presented in Fig. 8(a) for α = 0.8 which is decreased with
increasing the frequency. The ϕ − I hysteresis shrunk with
increasing the frequency as depicted in Fig. 8(b) at α = 1.
V.

(5)

When S1 = 1, the circuit in Fig. 4 simulates the behaviour of
the voltage-controlled FOME . The voltage-current relation at
S2 = 0 and S2 = 1, respectively, are given by:
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C ONCLUSION

Based on the mathematical model of FOME, the universal
current and voltage controlled emulator was introduced. The
generalized impedances were used to increase the ﬂexibility
to assemble the four memristive elements. The numerical
simulations were introduced and investigated with different
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A LL POSSIBLE REALIZATION USING PROPOSED EMULATOR
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FO current-controlled memristor
FO current-controlled inverse memristor
FO current-controlled meminductor
FO voltage-controlled memristor
FO voltage-controlled inverse memristor
FO voltage-controlled memcapacitor
FO ﬂux-controlled meminductor
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Fig. 6. PSPICE simulations results of the hysteresis for the current versus
voltage for the voltage-controlled memristor at α = 1
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Fig. 7. PSPICE simulations results of the I-V curve for the current-controlled
inverse memristor at α = 1
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Fig. 8. PSPICEcsimulations results of the current-controlled meminductor
(a) the I-V characteristic at α = 0.8, (b) ϕ − i at α = 1
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order α versus frequency with respect to the proposed models.
To prove the introduced emulators, PSPICE simulation results
were performed.
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